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The recent school reform in Denmark (2013) included what was called the ‘open school program’. The basic idea was to make all schools and all teachers cooperate with the local community such as museums, businesses, associations, clubs etc. to make teaching more relevant to students and to integrate the schools better in society. These forms of corporations are not new and the benefits to the students outcome are well known, but it has mostly been organized by teachers who by their own initiative wanted to move their teaching out of school. The new school reform has now changed that by making partnerships compulsory and allowing non teacher educated persons be responsible for teaching too. But the increase in numbers of people and institutions that are now more or less involved in open school has also led to a confusion of; what is it? I therefore embarked on this basic question and have now completed a two year qualitative fieldwork of observations, interviews and collecting documents (including policy papers) of 55 open school sessions. Different patterns have come to show. There are at least four different and competing interpretations among the participants: 1) Open school is about Bildung: Student’s broad personal and social experiences and development (i.e Danish Ministry of Culture). 2) Open school is about learning: All activities in school can and must be transformed into transparent learning goals (i.e. Danish Ministry of Education). 3) Open school is about competences: To experience authentic milieus outside school enhances students abilities to relate doing and knowing (i.e. Danish association of Municipalities). 4) Open school is creativity: To experience the depths and varieties of nature, arts and culture calls for students to express themselves (i.e. observed and interviewed teaching artists). I view these different interpretations as strategies to overcome a basic paradox in open school that occurs in open school in numerous ways: In Greek school means ‘free from production’. The open school program has been joined school and (in a broad sense) production together and left three major questions: How is the open school program 1) organized, 2) financed and pedagogically conceptualized?